


LESSON’S REPORT GUIDE LINES 

THE PURPOSE OF THE REPORT. 

The purpose of the report is to document the discussions and thoughts raised through the lesson 
reviewing based on the observations. The person who reads it must understand what were the 
intentions that originated the lesson, the reasons of its development and the arguments that the work 
group faced, managed and solved through the reviewing process.. It’s a matter of retracing the steps 
of targets selection process, lesson planning up to the final discussion after the lesson. The 
complexity of elements (arguments/targets) needs some guiding lines to reach the correct 
development of the lesson and all the issues raised . 

 FEEDBACK MEETING 

You will find also the guide lines on how to run the post-observation meeting before filling in the 
report. 

 
1) The teachers group who planned the lesson assigns specific roles : moderator (who makes sure 

the discussion times are granted) verbalist. 
2) The meeting with the observers will be run by the entire group that planned the lesson and not 

only by the class teacher (the one who gave the lesson). 
3) The moderator  introduces the issues and defines a meeting  schedule . Also he/she explains the 

aims of the work group that planned the lesson. 
4) The teacher that gave the lesson is the first to talk, then the other members of the group. 

Comments on the impressions of what worked well, what didn’t and what should be 
modificated are expected. 

5) The problems raised during planning will be shown. Also how they have been solved through 
the lesson using the solutions detected while planning. 

6) The planning group teachers invite the observers to comment on the lesson and its purpose . 
7) The observers should share their positive and negative feedback of the observation  in a 

practical way. 
8) Each observer talks about a particular aspect or moment of the lesson so that all get a chance to 

speak. 
9) It is important to stick by the time schedule to keep focus on the aims of the feedback meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



THE REPORT (Synthesis schedule) 

• Target selection: Describe how the lesson’s general target has been 
interpreted by the teachers planning groupand how the specific and learning 
targets have been defined in terms of working material . 

• Planning 1 : desribe how the planning group meetings define and reach a 
target. It must include the description of all issues and difficulties raised 
during the meeting and it should be documented with the material and other 
resources used to give the lesson. 

• Lesson: Schematize on the schedule the main stages of the lesson, including 
time management, the main teaching/learning activities, the teaching method 
and everything relevant on the tecnica aspects. 

•  
Tempi Main 

teaching/learning 
activities 

Teaching 
method 

Relevant on the 
teaching aspects 

    
 

• Debriefing: Describe what the planning group has learned from the lesson, 
indicating what has worked, what has not, the accurancy on focusing on the 
target, the number of targets achieved and at what level. Indicate if the 
targets haven’t been achieved and if so at what level. Also indicate if other 
targets than the ones aimed for have been achieved and if so documenti t.. 

• Planning 2 (reviewing)): describe possible changes raised at the briefing to 
be proposed at the lesson. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

REPORT FORMAT AND GUIDE LINES 

(in bold the lesson’s report paragraphs) 

 

LESSON TITLE________________________________________________ 

Authors________________________________________________________________ 

Disciplines involved_______________________________________________ 

Class/es School/s________________________________________________________ 

Brief decsription of the main subjects that define the lesson (main concepts / principles) 

Summary: Describe, with 200 words aprox. a scenario of the teaching targets, the planning of the 
lesson and the main results related to the students learning. 

Target selection: describe how the lesson target (purpose) has been interpreted by the planning 
group teachers and how the specific targets have been defined in terms of teaching content and  
lesson’s specific learning targets. 

Planning 1 : describe the planning group meetings aimed to reach the target. It must include the 
description of all issues and difficulties raised at meetings. It should also include all work material 
and other resources used to give the lesson.. 

How to teach the lesson: describe the different stages of the lesson going through all the details. It 
will help other teachers proposing it to their classes. 

Describe, in details, how the teacher should litterally act. Suggest the verbal constructions, what 
content to show and the strategies to implement. 

Describe, in details, what to expect from the students and how they will probably react. Suggest 
how to answer to the students most probable questions, doubts and errors. 

You can use the time schedule: 

Time Main teaching/learning  
activities 

Teaching 
method 

What has 
been relevant 
to the 
learning 

    
 

Learning targets: List the main targets of the lesson in terms of knowledge and skills 

Describe why the subject and the learning targets have been selected . 



How the learning targets are achieved: explain how the activities and the content have been 
choosed to achieve the learning targets. Specify how we expect that these activities can support and 
help the students in forming and building up concepts and ideas. 

Refer to pedagogical and didactical theories to support and e giustify the planning of the lesson. 

Evidences: report all datas gathered from observations, meetings with students, conversations 
between teachers, that have been useful to the lesson’s analysis. Describe events and stages where 
the actual lesson deviated from the planned scheme.  

Describe the lesson’s observation procedure: who was there, what did he do, how did he do it. 

Results: show the evidence that prooves the learnings achieved in relation with the specific targets. 
Also indicate if the targets have been not achieved and, if so, at what level. If you think that other 
targets (unexpected) than the ones aimed for have been achieved please state it and document it. 
State  practical examples of students that achieved a certain target/learning. 

Discussion: argue how the lesson could have modified the students skills or their attitude to achieve 
the targets forecasted. 

Explain how the lesson provided the teachers new informations and/or knowledge about the 
students thoughts: false concepts, difficulties, prejudices, insights, new ideas  exc.. 

State the benefits, or possible problems, detected while using pioneering educational methods 

Planning 2 (reviewing): describe all possible changes raised at debriefing to be proposed. 

References:  Indicate all material (books and internet resources) used to give the lesson. 

Adjoints:  attach a note of the reflections gathered during the meetings, if relevant 

1) Group thoughts/reflections.  
Describe important discussions, doubts or problems faced by the group either during 
the planning stage or through other sessions. 

2) Personal thoughts/reflections. 
Describe you personal impressions, the professional changes achieved and any new 
specific idea that can be used again with the students. You can also add the specific 
teaching techniques learned observing other teachers. 
 

Attachments: copies of the lesson plan, students work examples, important observation notes, 
photos and anything else that could help the reader to understand the complex cycle of study and 
preparation of the lesson. 
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